
Evaluating the efficiency and accuracy of SuDoKu experimental designs used in an 
ornamental breeding company 
 
Good experimental design is one building block of efficient phenotyping pipelines in plant 
breeding programs. Selecta one has recently introduced efficient experimental designs in 
several of its programs for ornamental species. One particular kind of design that has been 
used recently involves three blocking factors, i.e. rows, columns and superblocks, imposed on 
a rectangular grid of experimental units (plots) in the greenhouse or field. These kind of 
designs have been denoted as SuDoKu designs (Vo-Thanh and Piepho, 2020) and were 
generated using a package developed to fit practical requirements, available at 
(https://github.com/janattig/SudokuPlantDesign.jl ). A total of 25 datasets from such 
experiments, from which several include data from multi-environment trials, have been 
identified that will be used to evaluate the efficiency of the used designs in comparison to 
alternatives, including randomized complete block designs, augmented designs, and row-
column generated designs using alternative packages, such as the OPTEX procedure of SAS 
(Piepho, 2015) or the CycDesigN package (vsni; Piepho et al., 2021). Contending designs 
including the 25 empirical datasets will be evaluated and compared based on post-blocking 
analysis for alternative blocking structures and spatial modelling with the package SpaTs 
(Rodriguez-Alvarez et al., 2018). In detail, computation of efficiency measures such as A- and 
D-efficiency (John and Williams, 1995) and evaluation of differences in ranking of genotypes 
will be included. 
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